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The following post is as close to a “how well do you know me?” quiz as you’ll ever see out of me.
Some months ago, there seemed to be a social networking fever sparked by the realization that

narcissism was still free and that every gory detail of each individul life
needed to be hashed out publically. The trend has died a merciful, not too
smelly death of late. My theory is that all the quiz authors got bored over the
summer and scraped up enough pennies for vacations. We can put self
referential testing away with parachute pants and feathered hair. I may even
one day miss finding out my friends favorite Whitesnake songs. To find out
about me you have to reach within the recesses of my hell-spawn Honda.

Tomorrow morning I have to take the car to the mechanic. This is like one man inspecting another. It
puts as much righteous angst into me as my drill instructors did, or my proctologist does. I put the
deed off till after dark. My neighbors are proud codgers who don’t understand my uncouth, hillbilly
ways. My lawn is too long, my gutters too short. Going out in daytime will prompt phone calls from
one (“Hi this is Fred. Your neighbor across the street. I’m worried because your car door’s been
open for 3.6 minutes. Someone might drive into it.” Thanks Fred. Never know when someone is
going to come tearing into the driveway and smash my door). He’s a good guy and puts up with the
embarrassment of living near me. My other neighbor, Mr. Harvey, is the one that worries me. He’ll
stand with his dog at the end of the driveway and just stare. The dog poops and then stares too. I
think he can talk (Harvey, not the dog). I expect a silent tear to come down Harvey’s cheek like a
public service Native American picking trash out of a stream. So, I cleaned the car at 9:00 in the
evening (after watching Faith Hill sing about football on NBC I didn’t have anything to do but go out
into the cold). The things I found reveal my true identity. Here they are:

A beat up copy of For Whom The Bell Tolls. This was my jury duty book. You can’t really be
an impartial juror while reading about guerilla warfare. Clouds the process.

One Dean and Deluca coffee cup. Ah, once I was single and had a pseudo government job.
Apparently I bought cool mugs. Found beside D&D were a half dozen more mugs. They even
give you a mug just for fathering a child. Who knew?

Gauze and several pairs of pliers. I don’t know to whom, or when I performed emergency
surgery in the car, but there are parts of my life I need not revisit.

Copy of Simon and Garfunkel’s Wednesday Morning, 3:00 a.m. An earnest as pie folky
c.d. that had become covered in evil, brown goo. So long mellow music.

Evil Brown Goo. Like the X-Files black oil, this was some sort of folk album eating alien
creation. The Smoking man hates Simon and Garfunkel. I knew it!

A case full of Toddler Tunes. These were earnest as pie gospel albums performed by
children. We bought these for our baby daughter to lead her along the path of goodness (or at
least to point out that the wheels on the bus go round and round and not side to side. Such a
common parenting issue). Alas, the c.d.’s were buried in my car and now we live with a
heathen seven year old who wears a blond Hanna Montana wig and has a red M&M
“problem.”

Several unopened boxes of Christmas ornaments that had filled up the view out of the back
window. Yeah, that explains why my in-laws  always wish me a Merry Christmas in the
Summertime. Here I just thought it was backwoods friendliness of the sort they show when
they play dueling banjos on the porch.

A fully fossilized Burger King meal. I thought that Whopper was angry when I bought it, but the
thing look sort of peaceful in repose.  Okay, enough sharing for one day.
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